MANAGING COMPLEX
DOCUMENTS

A simple solution for
complex documents
Whether it’s commercial insurance policies or
investment portfolio packages, many enterprises
struggle with effective complex document assembly
and delivery. Legacy systems, changing regulations,
a variety of document creation platforms, postcomposition tools (and even manual assembly)
further complicate the process and increase the
likelihood of error and compliance risk.
These complexities make it challenging to define new products and
get them into production efficiently while ensuring that regulatory
and compliance requirements are accounted for. Quadient’s
award-winning customer communications management (CCM)
platform, Inspire, helps you streamline processes, and create
complex communications that are personalized, easy to navigate,
compliant and delivered across all channels. And when it comes
time to generate contract amendments or renewals, we offer bestin-class processes that keep you a step ahead of the competition.

BACKED BY THE EXPERTS
Gartner, Forrester,
and Aspire

EXPERIENCE
A rich history of
world-class leadership

PROVEN RESULTS
96% customer
satisfaction rate

EXPERTISE
8 billion personalized
experiences annually

What are Complex Documents?
Complex Documents are governed by business rules and logic, using metadata to ensure customers receive
the content and options that best match their individual profiles and needs, across all output types and
channels. They also typically consist of dozens to hundreds of pages that are assembled using variable
content blocks including text, tables, charts, images, and footnotes. These documents require data input from
many systems and content input from multiple subject matter experts to ensure that content is current and
that personalization at scale is accurate and compliant. Quadient Inspire has helped thousands of global
clients manage complex documents across highly regulated industries, including:

INSURANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Life insurance policies
Personal lines
Welcome Kits
Benefit Booklets
Commercial lines
Declarations
Whole life
Universal Life
Annuities Packages
Regulatory documents
ID Cards

FINANCIAL SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applications & contracts
Mortgage & loan documents
Welcome packages
Proxy statements
Annuities
Wealth management reports
Investment portfolio packages
Regulatory documents

HEALTHCARE INSURERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contracts
Welcome Kits
Explanation of Benefits
Directories
Wellness Programs
Annual Notice of Change
Claims
SBC
Directories
ID Cards

TELECOMMUNICATION
PROVIDERS
• Onboarding & contracts
• Printed statements
• Dynamic Online Statements

“We have already experienced reduced
process complexity. One team of
Quadient Inspire designers are able to
handle workloads that would have taken
twice as many resources in the past. We
are looking forward to eliminating several
of our disparate composition and postcomposition tools in the future in favor of
Quadient Inspire.”
— IT Specialist, Large Enterprise Insurance Company

Why is managing complex documents important?
Today’s enterprises are under pressure to quickly deliver new

technologies that fail to bring together data, content, and

products to market, while accurately managing customer

people, making it a challenge to govern the creation and

interactions in a growing array of channels.

management of complex documents.

At the same time, they are forced to navigate increasingly complex

As the world’s leading end-to-end customer communications

regulations and compliance mandates, including accessibility and

management (CCM) platform, Quadient Inspire streamlines and

archiving standards. Often organizations are asked to incorporate

simplifies the process of complex document assembly, enabling

up-to-date content from all corners of the business, making it

enterprises to quickly create and deliver customer-facing

difficult to manage complex documents at volume.

documents that are personalized, easy to understand, and
regulatory compliant – via any channel.

Many organizations continue to struggle with disconnected
word processing solutions or aging customer communications
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WHY CHOOSE QUADIENT INSPIRE
FOR COMPLEX DOCUMENTS?

1.

Full visibility into the customer journey
Quadient provides complete integrated journey mapping,

2. Create documents that are fully connected
and integrated with your data

allowing you to create a full end-to-end view of the

Whatever your data source, Quadient Inspire is built to

journey across all touchpoints for both internal and

work with it. Quadient Inspire takes data from a vast

external stakeholders. Create and view maps as a whole,

range of inputs – including customer data, transactional

or drill down to see what communications customers are

data and legacy documents.

receiving at each step, and connect customer data such as
NPS scores. Ensure consistent experiences across the entire
customer journey by making document and content views
available to business users, enabling your team to work
together to build a better overall customer experience.

Many of today's applications require data and content
from multiple systems of record to create concise and
effective communication. Quadient Inspire is designed to
make this as easy as possible, requiring no external data
transformation projects or IT support.

“Quadient Inspire
Designer allows us to
manipulate multiple
data formats from
new and legacy
sources quickly, create
simple and complex
document layouts,
and rebrand them
with minimal effort
when necessary. It also
allows us to make our
data customer friendly
with useful formatting
options.”

Rules &
Variables

Text
Components

DTP & Design
Elements
Graphics &
Images

3. Leverage reusable components
Free your content from being tied to specific documents – by creating content
blocks that are quickly deployed across all your communications. These content
blocks are governed by style rules that ensure you are also reusing appropriate
branding, layouts, and logos. Quadient Inspire combines data, rules, and content
using a powerful composition engine to create highly flexible templates that
power all your customer communications. Many customers have been able to
convert hundreds of templates down to one set of "master templates," allowing
them to quickly leverage reusable components across all communications

—Medium Enterprise
Telecommunications Services
Company

– making new document creation and content maintenance a breeze.
Enjoy advanced multi-lingual output as well, with one template to manage
communications across all your markets.

Enterprise Business Users
LOB, teams, subject matter experts, CSR

IT - Infrastructure and Operations Experts

Raw Data

Master Templates,
Data Wiring, Production
Depending Topics

Business users:
Edit and test templates, text
blocks, display rules, images

4. A collaboration layer for business users
Once in the market, complex documents are challenging to
maintain and personalize, as their content spans multiple
teams and subject matter experts including various lines
of business, legal, marketing, finance, and compliance.
Quadient Inspire is designed to make it easy to separate IT
roles from content management by placing responsibility
for each content element with the roles that are best suited
to handle those tasks via a web-based portal. Enterprise
business users, including line of business users and subject
matter experts, are able to make updates and changes to
content that is leveraged enterprise-wide, without involving IT.

Approval

IT Operations

Template promoted to
production

Business users validate their changes by previewing how
the new content will look directly in their browser – across
all channels – and provide their approval to publish
updated content.
At the same time, Quadient Inspire gives your IT team
technical control of the entire development process, by
offering "master templates" that include RAW data, data
wiring and the logic needed to manage production, legal,
digital and postal requirements.

5. Create intelligent content,
not "complex rules"

6. Content categorization and
rich meta-data for smart assembly

In most CCM systems, administrators govern complex

Through the use of content categorization and rich

rules inside layouts or page designs, by developing

meta-data, Quadient Inspire enables you to add powerful

complex nested "if-then-else" logic. As users add

intelligence to your content – freeing it from the limitations

content, administrators are forced to re-open their

and burden of current systems. Rather than referencing

designs and update these complex logical statements

documents or files, the assembly rules added to templates

– a process that is time-consuming and risky. Even

reference the categorization and meta-data values that

worse, these "rules" are difficult to share from one

have been applied to the content. This makes it easy to

template to another.

add required content that is "automatically" leveraged by

With Quadient Inspire, business users are empowered
to create business rules that govern content without
any programming background – giving them direct
control over the business logic that controls the
content displayed in customer communications
without needing to work through IT counterparts to
get changes into production.

existing assembly rules – new jurisdictional, compliance,
branding, product, language, and regulatory content is
easily added as they are released into production, all
without the need for programming or IT intervention. With
intelligent content, you remove the need to check-out,
open, modify, review and approve templates, increasing
your speed to market and lowering your risk of errors.

7. Omnichannel ready, today
Quadient Inspire goes far beyond paper-based
communications, providing a true omnichannel solution

8. Create bi-directional communications

that lets your customers choose how to communicate.

Quadient Inspire allows you to move beyond sending

Leveraging one "Master Template," Quadient Inspire

out an output, to creating true two-way interactions with

extends your current offline communications for

agents and customers. Leverage "Master Templates"

display via responsive design and then coordinates the

to integrate interactive digital content that generates

delivery of online, digital and mobile communications

valuable feedback to increase future engagement:

alongside physical communications.
Today's customers might respond to a URL in a letter;
fill in a form on their laptop; review it on their phone,
and hit send from their tablet. Quadient Inspire supports
these complex engagements, by offering a flexible
design that maintains consistency between channels,
making the customer experience seamless. Leveraging
our industry-leading omnichannel preview, your
designers and content teams are able to immediately
see how communications will look and work across all
channels, cutting development time and increasing the
consistency of your outbound communications.

• Integrate customer feedback surveys into customer
communications
• Move images and banners based on customer
profiles to increase clickthrough rates
• Get feedback on how customers are interacting
with your documents, including open rates and
click-through rates
• See how long customers spent looking at documents, and which areas are of interest

9. Minimize human involvement and error with
powerful automation capabilities
Quadient Inspire automates repetitive, scheduled, or eventdriven tasks for communications creation and integrates
into enterprise workflows. Use our drag and drop interface
to create batch, interactive, and on-demand workflows,
designed to deliver consistent communications to your
clients. Rules may also be set up to govern when human
involvement is required, and when full automation is
allowed. For example – flag any claim payouts of $4,000
to require approval by a field agent before being sent
to the customer, while all claims under that amount are
processed automatically.
Quadient Inspire manages batch jobs alongside ondemand requests from customers and front-line
employees, processing and routing data streams to the
appropriate output devices including printers, archives,
email systems, and web servers.

“With Quadient Inspire, we reduced our
template change process from 3 days
to 15 minutes.”
—Ross Kiterly, IT Manager, Imprimus

10. Robust review & approval capabilities
Quadient Inspire provides powerful approval capabilities
that are applied to govern both the changes made to
templates and content, as well as the approval flows that
govern individual documents created by front-line workers.
Design elegant approval workflows with actions based
on states, groups, individual users, roles, content types,
and conditions. Approvals may also be routed based on
specific data or values, allowing template changes to be
flagged for signoff by subject matter experts before being
implemented. The approval process enables process
owners (IT, marketing, line of business experts) and teams
to govern individual elements – resources, forms, signature,
images, mail merges, and block runs may all be managed
through unique approval flows.

11. Automate amendments and renewals

12. Speed your time to market

Complex documents that renew and experience versioning

By leveraging master templates, reusable content blocks

over time, such as group contracts, are challenging to

and offering faster change management, Quadient

produce and update. By integrating Quadient Inspire

Inspire allows business users to personalize messages

with your core business systems, the generation of

inside business correspondence, significantly increasing

amendments and renewals is easily automated.

client engagement. A typical installation speeds content

Once a renewal is generated, your contract processors
are presented with an easy-to-navigate interface where

management by 30-50% and overall development time by
15-20% per communication.

they see and compare changes across all versions of
the document including edits to the archived version,
changes made to the baseline version and net-new
content available since the last contract was issued. This
view simplifies the contract renewal process by allowing
your front-line workers to generate new contracts that
combine the most up-to-date terms, offers and compliance
language. The result is a renewals process that is fast,
accurate and compliant.

“With Inspire, we streamlined a manual
process of collating printed pages of
a document that originated from two
different systems. What used to take
6-8 man-hours per day to collate, is now
done in minutes.”
—IT Specialist, Large Enterprise Insurance Company

13. Be compliant and auditable
Most enterprises rely heavily upon post-composition tools that are
expensive, error-prone and increase compliance risk. Quadient Inspire
enables full control over the complex relationships between different types
of content, document order, compliance messaging and more – eliminating
the need for post-composition tools.
Quadient Inspire shares, routes, approves and tracks documents, with a full
audit trail. The solution shows an onscreen version in real-time and shares
it with agreed individuals, teams or groups to approve. Communications
move through the approval process automatically until complete, giving
you full control over your outbound communications and correspondence
to mitigate risk. Quadient Inspire provides an audit trail for your
communications, allowing you to track changes and versioning. Optionally,
it provides a full archiving solution through Quadient Archival and Retrieval

“With the addition
of our Indigo 10,000
printers, our variable
print capabilities
have grown
substantially, and
the functionality of
Quadient has been
able to produce
some highly complex
variable printing.”
—Kathy Osterberg, Variable
Data & Print Manager, GLS
Companies

or via integration with other leading archival solutions.
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